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ABSTRACT
Fluorescence labeling is the standard approach to reveal
cellular structures and other subcellular constituents for mi-
croscopy images. However, this invasive procedure may
perturb or even kill the cells and the procedure itself is highly
time-consuming and complex. Recently, in silico labeling
has emerged as a promising alternative, aiming to use ma-
chine learning models to directly predict the fluorescently
labeled images from label-free microscopy. In this paper,
we propose a deep learning-based in silico labeling method
for the Light My Cells challenge1. Built upon pix2pix, our
proposed method can be trained using the partially labeled
datasets with an adaptive loss. Moreover, we explore the
effectiveness of several training strategies to handle different
input modalities, such as training them together or separately.
The results show that our method achieves promising perfor-
mance for in silico labeling. Our code is available at https:
//github.com/MedICL-VU/LightMyCells.

Index Terms— Light My Cells, Microscopy, Fluorescent
label, In silico labeling, Deep learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies [1, 2, 3] show that in silico labeling (ISL),
which aims to estimate the fluorescently labeled images in
silico directly from the label-free microscopy images, is a
promising alternative for traditional fluorescence labeling
(FL). In the Light My Cells challenge (Fig. 1), the goal is to
predict the best-focused output images of four fluorescently
labelled organelles (i.e., mitochondria, nucleus, tubulin and
actin) from label-free transmitted light input images, in one of
three modalities, i.e., bright field (BF), phase contrast (PC),
and differential interference contrast (DIC).

In this paper, we present our ISL approach based on
the well-known image translation method, i.e., pix2pix [4].
Specifically, we propose to use an adaptive loss to train our
model on the partially labeled challenge dataset. Besides,
recent studies propose to train unified dynamic networks for
heterogeneous datasets, where part of the model parameters
are dynamically generated based on some given conditions,
such as input modalities [5, 6], sites [7], body regions [8],

1Challenge: https://lightmycells.grand-challenge.org/lightmycells
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Fig. 1. Problem formulation of the challenge. The goal
of the challenge is to predict fluorescently labeled images for
four organelles (output) from label-free transmitted light mi-
croscopy images (input). The input images may have differ-
ent modalities, (i.e., BF, PC or DIC) and the labels for certain
organelles may not be available.

etc. In this challenge, we also explore different strategies to
handle different input modalities including training separate
models, a unified model and a unified dynamic model. Our
contributions are summarized as follows.
• We develop a pix2pix-based in silico labeling method for

heterogeneous microscopy images.
• We introduce an adaptive loss to enable training on par-

tially labeled datasets.
• We explore different strategies to train with different input

modalities, which has not been explored for microscopy
images to the best of our knowledge.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Dataset

In the Light My Cells challenge, the dataset consists of 30
sub-datasets collected from different studies, including about
57,000 2D microscopy images. The height and width of the
2D images have the range of 512 to 2048. The challenge
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Fig. 2. Dataset overview. The challenge dataset consists
of 30 sub-datasets collected from different studies. (a): The
available input modalities and labeled organelles for all 30
studies. (b): The labeled organelles for each input modality
(from top to bottom: DIC, BF and PC). M: mitochondria, N:
nucleus, T: tubulin, A: actin.

dataset is highly heterogeneous. First, the microscopy images
have a high degree of variability, e.g., magnification, depth
of focus, instruments, numerical aperture and modalities (i.e.,
BF, PC and DIC). Second, the challenge dataset is partially
labeled [9] because the labels are available only for a few or-
ganelles but not for all, as shown in Fig. 2. Third, there is
severe class imbalance in this dataset since only a few studies
have the labels for tubulin and actin. Even worse, for the DIC
modality, none of the studies include the labels of actin.

2.2. Proposed method overview

Image preprocessing. The microscopy images provided by
the challenge are stored in an unsigned 16-bit integer format.
We rescale all images from the range of [0, 65535] to [−1, 1].
Class imbalance. As shown in Fig. 2, out of 30 total studies,
mitochondria, nucleus, tubulin and actin are included in 21,
28, 8 and 4 studies, respectively. This severe class imbalance
may lead to degraded performance, especially for the under-
represented classes. To overcome the class imbalance, we
propose to sample different organelles evenly in each batch.
Specifically, we create four lists to record the sample IDs for
different organelles. Then we randomly select equal number
of samples from each list for each batch.
Modified pix2pix model. Our method is a modified ver-
sion of pix2pix [4], a conditional generative adversarial net-
work (cGAN). Specifically, we propose to use four organelle-
specific decoders and discriminators. Compared to a single
discriminator for all types of organelles, separate discrimina-
tors are assigned with more focused tasks and thus are easier
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Fig. 3. Network architecture of our modified pix2pix model.

to train. As shown in Fig. 3, we use a 2D ResNet (9-block) as
the generator and PatchGAN as the discriminator. Since the
output images are linearly rescaled to [-1, 1], we apply tanh
as the output activation function. During training, the inputs
of the model are 512×512 patches that are randomly cropped
from the original images. For data augmentation, we use ran-
dom rotation of 90 degrees and random flipping with 50%
probability. During inference, we use a sliding window of
the same patch size with an overlap ratio of 0.8. The merged
result is finally rescaled back to [0, 65535].
Hyperparameters. We use the Adam optimizer with an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.0002. The learning rate remains the
same for the first 150 epochs and linearly decays to 0 for an-
other 150 epochs.
Test-time augmentation. We apply test-time augmentation
(TTA) to improve the final results. Specifically, during infer-
ence, random rotation of 90 degrees with 0-3 times are in-
cluded in the TTA.

2.3. Adaptive loss for partial label learning

The loss function in vanilla pix2pix assumes the dataset is
fully annotated (i.e., all four organelles are labeled), thereby
necessitating modifications when the datasets are partially la-
beled. Inspired by [10], we propose an adaptive loss to enable
partial label training, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The core idea of
the adaptive loss is to only compute the loss for the organelles
that have the ground truth. To achieve this goal, we propose to
transform the network prediction ŷ and the ground truth y by
simply removing the predictions of the unlabeled organelles.
With the transformed prediction T (ŷ) and ground truth T (y),
the original pix2pix loss Lp2p can be applied. The adaptive
loss Lada can thus be expressed as:

Lada(ŷ, y) = Lp2p(T (ŷ), T (y)) (1)

Specifically, we use a modified pix2pix loss Lp2p which con-
sists of a weighted L1 loss and a cGAN loss [4]:
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Fig. 4. The illustration of the adaptive loss for partial label
training. The network prediction ŷ and the ground truth y are
transformed by removing the unlabeled organelles such that
their predictions are excluded from loss computation.

Lp2p = λ1LL1 ·M + λ2LcGAN (2)

where λ1 and λ2 are set as 100 and 1, respectively. The
weighting mask M is created based on the [2th, 99.8th] per-
centile of the ground truth. We set the weights of the pixels
within the percentile range as 1 and the others as 0.1.

2.4. Training strategies

We observe that the input images with different imaging
modalities, i.e., BF, PC and DIC, may have significantly
different appearances. To the best of our knowledge, no pre-
vious research has explored if the microscopy images with
different modalities should be trained together or separately.
Specifically, we explore three training strategies to learn from
different input modalities, as shown in Fig. 5. (a) Sepa-
rate networks. We build three separate modality-specific
networks, where each network is trained using only the im-
ages from a single modality. (b) A unified network. We
build a single modality-agnostic network, which is trained
using all images. (c) A unified dynamic network. We train
a dynamic unified network by following [5]. Specifically,
we replace the first convolutional layer of the network by a
dynamic convolutional layer, where the parameters are gen-
erated by a one-hot 3-digit modality code. Note that (a) and
(c) are valid during inference because the input modalities
of testing images can be extracted from metadata. Given
the superior performance of UNet++ [11] in another image
translation challenge [12, 13], we use the UNet++ backbone
without adversarial training for this experiment.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Evaluation metrics. In this challenge, four metrics are used
for quantitative evaluation: (1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
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Fig. 5. Three training strategies to handle different input
modalities.

(2) Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM), (3) Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and (4) Euclidean & Cosine
Distances (E dist & C dist). Note that all four metrics are
used for mitochondria and nucleus, but only SSIM and PCC
are used for tubulin and actin. Experiment setup. For
our proposed method, quantitative evaluation is performed
by submitting our docker algorithm to the challenge web-
site. Besides, the impact of different training strategies with
UNet++ is compared qualitatively.

3.1. Quantitative results

We report the quantitative results from the leaderboard of
phase 2 in Table 1. Note that our final result is obtained by
using three separately trained pix2pix models and an addi-
tional unified UNet++ model. The reason is that we find that
the pix2pix networks achieve better performance compared to
the UNet++ models. However, we cannot obtain reasonable
actin prediction by using the model solely trained on the DIC
images, simply because no actin are labeled for DIC images,
as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, our final solution consists of
three separate pix2pix models for general prediction and a
unified UNet++ model for actin prediction on DIC images.
Compared to our results obtained in phase 1 (only separate
pix2pix models are used), the SSIM and PCC of actin pre-
diction are improved from 0.065 to 0.5548 and from 0.003 to
0.5620, respectively.

Table 1. Quantitative results from the leaderboard of phase 2.
MAE SSIM PCC E dist C dist

M 0.0958 0.6557 0.4838 229.7230 0.3062
N 0.0798 0.7196 0.6098 195.3898 0.2610
T - 0.6699 0.5381 - -
A - 0.5548 0.5620 - -

3.2. Qualitative results

In Fig. 6, we display the prediction obtained by different
methods on three examples randomly selected from the train-
ing set. We observe that pix2pix produces the most reason-
able prediction compared to the ground truth. Compared
to pix2pix, the results obtained by UNet++ and its variants
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results. Each row represents an example of transmitted-light microscopy image (input) being translated into
fluorescently labeled images by different methods. Column 4-6 display the impact of different training strategies on UNet++.

are less accurate and more blurry, probably due to the lack
of adversarial training. Among the different UNet++ training
strategies, our results show that separate models perform
better than the unified and dynamic unified models. Es-
pecially in the third row, the unified models produce much
worse nucleus prediction compared to the separate models.
Our results also align with the findings in [5] where the
separate networks are shown to be better than unified ones.

4. DISCUSSION

Arguably, there are trade-offs between the separate networks
and the unified networks. For separate networks, they may
benefit from learning simpler tasks since the inputs for each
network are relatively consistent. However, they may suffer
from two drawbacks. First, they can only be trained using a
subset of the entire dataset. Second, these modality-specific
networks may never learn some input-output mappings due to
the partial label issue. For unified models, they may benefit
from training on larger datasets but may suffer from learning
a more complex task, i.e., encoding different input modal-
ities into modality-agnostic representations. Lastly, for the
dynamic unified network, it can be considered as a mixture
of the separate and unified networks and may benefit from
balancing their trade-offs. Our results show that the separate
models outperform the unified models, indicating that the uni-
fied models can be more difficult to train than the separate
ones when the input modalities have high variability.

Future directions are in two-fold. First, it is important
to explore different normalization techniques for microscopy
images. With more standardized images, the pixel-prediction
task can be better defined to alleviate the batch-to-batch vari-
ability. Second, as proposed by [12], it is interesting to ex-
plore the feasibility of transfer learning for our task, i.e., pre-
training with all input modalities (i.e., BF, PC, and DIC) fol-
lowed by fine-tuning on individual modalities.

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, we presented an in silico labeling method to con-
vert label-free transmitted light microscopy images to fluores-
cently labeled organelles. Based on pix2pix, our model can
be trained on partially labeled challenge dataset with an adap-
tive loss. The developed method achieves promising results,
and our findings show that when the input modalities have
high variability, it is more effective to train separate modality-
specific models than a single unified model.
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